
FN Herstal 509 Tactical 9x19mm FDE/FDE semi-automatic pistol
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18800-FN-Herstal-509-Tactical-9x19mm-FDE-FDE-
semi-automatic-pistol

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Trigger Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

MSRP

FN004
FN 509 Tactical 9x19 -

FDE/FDE 
BF317 B 9 x 19  18  D.A.  1/2 x 28  11.4  20  

999.00 € incl.
tax

The FN 509® Tactical is based on the pistol presented by FN to the US Army for testing as part of its
modular pistol program.
Semi-automatic pistol with launched striker (stryker) andDouble Action operation.

Forged and cold hammered steel barrel with 1/2x28 thread
High viewfinder allowing aiming with sound moderator and red dot optic
Polymer construction with replaceable steel frame/slide guide rails
Improved grip texture allows for faster repeat shots in all conditions
MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Accessory Mount Rail

Comes with: 2 interchangeable grip backs, 2 17-round magazines, 4 MRD mounting plates, locking device &
soft pistol case with FN logo.

Main Features :

1. Low Profile FN Optical Interface (US Patent No. 10/352,654):

Designed for more than ten commercial red dot (MRD) optics.
Perfect alignment with the viewfinder for precise aiming with sound moderator.
Adaptability to future versions of optics without direct milling of the slide.

2. Versatile Slide Cap:

Raised fins protect the alignment of the sight in the event of a fall or impact.
Textured ramp for secure support of the zipper against belt, pants pocket or boot.
Ideal for one-handed operation when no optics are used.

3. 114mm Stainless Steel Barrel:

Cold hammered for exceptional durability.
Chamfered mouth for increased precision.
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½'' x 28 thread accepts most 9mm sound moderators on the market.
Thread protection ring with integrated O-ring to prevent loosening during use.

The FN 509® Tactical delivers an unrivaled shooting experience, combining rugged construction with smart
features to meet the needs of the most demanding firearms enthusiast. Opt for excellence with this versatile
pistol, ready to take on any challenge.

 

Delivered with :

Two interchangeable grip backs
Two 17-round magazines
Four MRD mounting plates
User Manual
Locking device
Soft pistol case with FN logo

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


